Abstract The thickness θ(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of planar spanning subgraphs into which the graph G can be decomposed. It is a topological invariant of a graph, which was defined by W.T. Tutte in 1963 and also has important applications to VLSI design. But comparing with other topological invariants, e.g. genus and crossing number, results about thickness of graphs are few. The only types of graphs whose thicknesses have been obtained are complete graphs, complete bipartite graphs and hypercubes. In this paper, by operations on graphs, the thickness of the cartesian product K n P m , n, m ≥ 2 are obtained.
Introduction
Let G be a graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G), and graphs in this paper are all simple graphs. The cartesian product of graphs G and H is the graph G H whose vertex set V (G H) = V (G) × V (H) and whose edge set E(G H) = {(u 1 , v 1 )(u 2 , v 2 ) | u 1 u 2 ∈ E(G) and v 1 = v 2 , or v 1 v 2 ∈ E(H) and u 1 = u 2 }.
The union of graphs G 1 and G 2 is the graph G 1 ∪G 2 with vertex set V (G 1 )∪V (G 2 ) and edge set E(G 1 ) ∪ E(G 2 ). The intersection G 1 ∩ G 2 of G 1 and G 2 is defined analogously. Let G 1 and G 2 be subgraphs of a graph G. If G = G 1 ∪ G 2 and G 1 ∩ G 2 = {v} (a vertex of G), then we say that G is the vertex-amalgamation of G 1 and G 2 at vertex v, denoted
A graph is said to be planar if it can be drawn on the plane so that no two edges cross (i.e., its edges meet only at their common ends). A planar graph drawn in this way is called a plane graph. Suppose G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G k are spanning subgraphs of G, if
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The minimum number of planar spanning subgraphs into which a graph G can be decomposed is called the thickness of G, denoted by θ(G).
The thickness of a graph first defined by W.T. Tutte [6] in 1963, as a topological invariant of a graph, it is an important research object in topological graph theory, and it also has important applications to VLSI design [1] . But the thickness problems are very difficult, the results about them are few. The only types of graphs whose thicknesses have been obtained are complete graphs [2] , complete bipartite graphs [3] and hypercubes [4] . The reader is referred to [5] for more background and results about the thickness problems.
In this paper, the thickness of the cartesian product K n P m , n, m ≥ 2 is obtained, in which K n is the complete graph with n vertices and P m is the path with m vertices.
2 The lower bound for the thickness of K n P m , n, m ≥ 2 From Euler's polyhedron formula, a planar graph G has at most 3|V | − 6 edges, furthermore, one can get the lower bound for the thickness of a graph as follows.
As for the graph K n P m , the numbers of vertices and edges are |V | = mn and |E| = mn(n−1) 2 + n(m − 1) respectively. By using Lemma 2.1,
The thickness of the complete graph
, except that θ(K 9 ) = θ(K 10 ) = 3.
3 The thickness of K n P 2 , n ≥ 2 Let K 1 n be the complete graph with n vertices labeled by v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n respectively, K 2 n is a copy of K 1 n and it's vertices labeled by u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n respectively, by joining the vertices v i and u i by an edge v i u i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, one can get the graph K n P 2 . Figure 1 illustrates
By inserting a vertex w i at edge v i u i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and merging these n 2-valent vertices w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n into one vertex w, one can get a new graph. This graph also can be seen as the vertex-amalgamation of K n+1 and K n+1 at w, denote by K n+1 ∨ {w} K n+1 . Figure 2 shows the graph K 6 ∨ {w} K 6 . Lemma 3.1 [7] If G is the vertex-amalgamation of G 1 and G 2 , θ(G 1 ) = n 1 and θ(G 2 ) = n 2 , then θ(G) = max{n 1 , n 2 }.
From Lemma 3.1, the thickness of K n+1 ∨ {w} K n+1 is the same as the thickness of K n+1 . Let θ(K n+1 ) = t and {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G t } is a planar decomposition of K n+1 , then one can get a planar decomposition of K n+1 ∨ {w} K n+1 as follows,
in which G i ∨ {w} G i , 1 ≤ i ≤ t are plane graphs. In this way, a planar decomposition of K 6 ∨ {w} K 6 is shown in Figure 3 . 
From the construction of
replace them by a new edge v q u q , for 1 ≤ q ≤ n, and delete the vertex w. In this way, we can get a new planar decomposition, which is exactly a planar decomposition of K n P 2 . Figure 4 illustrates a planar decomposition of K 5 P 2 by using this way. From the argument and construction the above, one can get a planar decomposition of K n P 2 from that of K n+1 ∨ {w} K n+1 , so we have that
Theorem 3.1 The thickness of the cartesian product
, except that θ(K 8 P 2 ) = θ(K 9 P 2 ) = 3 and possibly when n = 6p + 4 (n is a nonnegative integer).
Proof When n = 8, 9, from (1), (2) and Lemma 2.2, we can get that θ(K n P 2 ) = θ(K n+1 ), except possibly when n = 6p + 4 (p is a nonnegative integer).
When n = 8, we suppose that θ(K 8 P 2 ) = 2, and {G 1 , G 2 } is a planar decomposition of K 8 P 2 in which G 1 and G 2 are plane graphs. We insert 2-valent vertex w i at edge v i u i , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in G 1 and G 2 , then merge these 2-valent vertices into vertices w and w in G 1 and G 2 respectively. In this way, we get two new plane graphs, denote byG 1 and G 2 , and {G 1 ,G 2 } is a planar decomposition of K 9 ∨ {w} K 9 . From (2), θ(K 9 ) = θ(K 9 ∨ {w} K 9 ) ≤ 2, it is a contradiction to the fact θ(K 9 ) = 3. Hence, θ(K 8 P 2 ) = θ(K 9 ) = 3. With a similar argument, we can get θ(K 9 P 2 ) = θ(K 10 ) = 3.
Summarizing the above, the theorem is obtained.
The thickness of
We use the similar method with that in section 3. Firstly, we insert a 2-valent vertex into each "path edge" (the edges come from P m ). Secondly, we merge these (m − 1)n 2-valent vertices into m − 1 vertices, each of which joint two adjacent K n , then we get a new graphG. The graphG can be seen as a vertex-amalgamation of m graphs, in which the first and the mth graphs are K n+1 , the others are K n+2 − e. From Lemma 3.1, one can get that
With a similar argument to that in section 3, we can get a planar decomposition of K n P m from a planar decomposition ofG, hence
Theorem 4.1 The thickness of the cartesian product
, except possibly when n = 6p+3, 6p+4 and n = 8 (p is a nonnegative integer).
Proof When n = 7, 8, from (1), (4) and Lemma 2.2, we can get that θ(K n P m ) = θ(K n+2 ), except possibly when n = 6p + 3, 6p + 4 (p is a nonnegative integer).
When n = 7, from (1) and (4), we have 2 ≤ θ(K 7 P m ) ≤ θ(K n+2 − e). We can give a planar decomposition of K 9 − e as shown in Figure 5 , and K 9 − e is a non-planar graph, hence θ(K 9 − e) = 2, θ(K 7 P m ) = 2.
Summarizing the above, the theorem follows. 
Concluded Remarks
Determining the thickness for a arbitrary graph is a difficult problem. The known results and methods are few. In [7] , the authors first considered getting the thickness of graphs by operations on graphs. In this paper, the author use operations on graphs and some conclusions in [7] , obtain the thickness of the cartesian product K n P m . For the exceptional cases in theorem 3.1, when n = 6p + 4, θ(K n P 2 ) is either ⌊ 
